
10 Reasons to Choose 
Veritas System Recovery

PROTECT VIRTUAL AND PHYSICAL MACHINES WITH A UNIFIED, IMAGE-BASED SOLUTION.

By providing support for Windows, Linux, VMware ESX, Microsoft Hyper-V, Citrix XenServer and Microsoft 

applications, System Recovery gives you the power and agility to meet multiple requirements for data protection 

and disaster recovery across multiple platforms.

ELIMINATE BACKUP WINDOWS. 

System Recovery captures and protects the entire live system including the operating system, applications, 

databases, all files, device drivers, profiles, settings and registry in one easy-to-manage recovery point—without 

disrupting user productivity or application usage.

Through imaging technology (sending a bit stream to storage instead of a file stream) and writing data to disk, 

System Recovery helps improve the speed and accuracy of backups. It’s what makes Veritas System Recovery 

incredibly fast. System Recovery also integrates with Microsoft® Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) for best 

practice backup and recovery. 

EASE OF USE. 

System Recovery comes complete with an easy-to-use interface, intelligent dashboards and intuitive wizards 

that provide the visibility you need. It also saves time and simplifies the implementation of backup protection—

with a few simple clicks, you can set backup jobs, view backup status and perform recoveries.

OVERVIEW 

A simple and cost-effective backup and recovery solution, Veritas System Recovery helps organizations minimize downtime and 

avoid disaster by easily recovering data or complete systems in minutes—even to different hardware or virtual environments. 

System Recovery helps you protect your organization proactively by capturing automated backups without disrupting productivity. 

Flexible recovery capabilities then allow you to recover what you need, when and where you need it.

Here are 10 reasons you’ll want to start using Veritas System Recovery to protect your servers, desktops, laptops  

and virtual machines.



SAVE MONEY. GAIN RESILIENCY. 

Cloud storage offers you a compelling opportunity to improve your backup processes and save cost. With 

System Recovery, migrating to Microsoft Azure or Amazon S3 allows you to seamlessly tap into the cloud 

storage options you need and set it up your way. Also with the off-site copy functionality, System Recovery 

enhances an organization’s disaster recovery efforts even further by allowing it to copy backups to leading public 

cloud storage (Amazon S3 or Azure), an FTP location, portable storage device, remote server in the network or 

secondary disk. 

MEET STRICT REQUIREMENTS. 

Manual and complex recovery processes slow you down and cause unnecessary downtime and disruption. When 

systems fail, System Recovery enables you to restore complete systems in minutes, not hours or days, so you 

can meet the most demanding recovery time objectives (RTOs) or service-level agreements (SLAs)—even to bare 

metal, dissimilar hardware or virtual environments.

RESTORE COMPLETE SYSTEMS ANYTIME, ANYPLACE.  

Patented Restore Anyware™ technology performs entire system recoveries in local or remote locations more 

easily than ever before. In addition to full system restores to the same hardware, System Recovery also recovers 

to dissimilar hardware. Bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery is fully integrated and automated.

You’ll never have to perform error-prone and time-consuming manual recoveries again.

GRANULAR RECOVERY. 

System Recovery not only provides best-in-class full system recovery, but also file, folder and granular  

object-level recovery of Exchange, or files and folders from a single interface. With the ability to view individual 

files within an image and select which file(s) to restore, you don’t have to restore a complete system just for a 

single email.

ENTERPRISE SCALABILITY. 

Whether you have 10 servers or up to 1,000, System Recovery has you covered. With the Veritas System 

Recovery Monitor, you can centrally monitor the current backup, license and version status of your environment 

with a consolidated, at-a-glance dashboard. This utility lets you identify protection gaps and ensure recoverability 

of your data.

“Anytime I’ve had to use System Recovery, I’ve always had 100% recovery success.” 
 
     — Gene Bumgardner  
          Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Central Virginia
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ADVANCED ENCRYPTION AND COMPRESSION.

System Recovery features integrated in-flight and at-rest encryption. When enabled, System Recovery ensures 

the security and integrity of your critical business data during transfer and in storage. It reduces storage and 

costs with integrated compression and SmartSector™ technology. SmartSector technology speeds up the 

copying process and reduces storage by only copying the hard-disk sectors that contain data. Compression 

technology reduces the size of the backup file by storing the same amount of data in fewer bits.

DEPLOY VERITAS SYSTEM RECOVERY IN AZURE FOR CLOUD-BASED WORKLOADS. 

The number of mission-critical workloads in the public cloud is said to double in the next two years, which 

presents new data protection challenges for organizations. Azure-based workloads can be protected by hosting 

System Recovery infrastructure in the Azure Cloud alongside the workloads. System Recovery is available as a 

ready-to-install offering in the Azure Marketplace, preconfigured with hybrid use benefits. Customers can install 

System Recovery software using the Azure Marketplace template with a one-click deployment to a server hosted 

in Azure.

To learn more and to download Veritas System Recovery 

FREE for 60 days, visit: https://www.veritas.com/product/backup-and-recovery/system-recovery.
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